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Abstract— The explosive growth in the information available on the Web has necessitated the need for developing Web
personalization systems that understand user preferences to dynamically serve customized content to individual users. Web server
access logs contain substantial data about the accesses of users to a Web site. Hence, if properly exploited, the log data can reveal
useful information about the navigational behaviour of users in a site. In order to reveal the information about user preferences from,
Web Usage Mining is being performed. Web Usage Mining is the application of data mining techniques to web usage log repositories
in order to discover the usage patterns that can be used to analyze the user’s navigational behavior. WUM contains three main steps:
preprocessing, knowledge extraction and results analysis. During the preprocessing stage, raw web log data is transformed into a set
of user profiles. Each user profile captures a set of URLs representing a user session. Clustering can be applied to this sessionized
data in order to capture similar interests and trends among users’ navigational patterns. Since the sessionized data may contain
thousands of user sessions and each user session may consist of hundreds of URL accesses, dimensionality reduction is achieved by
eliminating the low support URLs. Very small sessions are also removed in order to filter out the noise from the data. But direct
elimination of low support URLs and small sized sessions may results in loss of a significant amount of information especially when
the count of low support URLs and small sessions is large. We propose a fuzzy solution to deal with this problem by assigning weights
to URLs and user sessions based on a fuzzy membership function. After assigning the weights we apply a ”Fuzzy c-Mean Clustering”
algorithm to discover the clusters of user profiles. In this paper, we describe our fuzzy set theoretic approach to perform feature
selection (or dimensionality reduction) and session weight assignment. Finally we compare our soft computing based approach of
dimensionality reduction with the traditional approach of direct elimination of small sessions and low support count URLs. Our
results show that fuzzy feature evaluation and dimensionality reduction results in better performance and validity indices for the
discovered clusters.
Keywords— web usage mining; fuzzy c-means clustering, feature evaluation; dimensionality reduction;

pages, associations to discover the URLs requested together
and analysis of the sequential order in which URLs are
accessed [3]. Web Usage Mining (WUM) consists of three
main steps: preprocessing, knowledge extraction and results
analysis [4]. The goal of the preprocessing step is to
transform the raw web log data into a set of user profiles.
Each such profile captures a sequence or a set of URLs
representing a user session [5]. Web usage data
preprocessing exploit a variety of algorithms and heuristic
techniques for various preprocessing tasks such as data
cleaning, user identification, session identification etc [6].
Data cleaning involves tasks such as, removing extraneous
references to embedded objects, style files, graphics, or

I. INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web as a large and dynamic information
source is a fertile ground for data mining principles or Web
Mining. Web mining is primarily aimed at deriving
actionable knowledge from the Web through the application
of various data mining techniques [1]. Web Usage Mining is
the discovery of user access patterns from Web server access
logs [2]. Web Usage Mining analyses results of user
interactions with a Web server, including Web logs and
database transactions at a Web site. Web usage mining
includes clustering to find natural groupings of users or
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S   s1 , s2 ,  , sm } be a sett of m user seessions discovered
by preprocessing
g the web logg data, where each user sesssion
si  S can be rep
presented as s   wu1 , wu2 ,  , wum } . Each
E

sou
und files, annd removingg references due to sppider
nav
vigations [7]. User identificcation refers to the processs of
iden
ntifying uniquue users from the user activ
vity logs [8]. U
User
Sesssion identificcation is the process
p
of seg
gmenting the user
actiivity log of eeach user intoo sessions, eacch representinng a
sing
gle visit to thee site [9]. Oncce user session
ns are discoveered,
thiss sessionized ddata can be ussed as the inpu
ut for a varietty of
dataa mining taskss such as clustering, associaation rule minning,
seq
quence miningg etc. If the data mining task at hannd is
clusstering, the seession files aree filtered to reemove very sm
mall
sesssions in orderr to eliminatee the noise fro
om the data [[10].
Butt direct removval of these sm
mall sized sessions may reesult
in loss of a siggnificant amoount of inform
mation especiially
ge. We propoose a
wheen the numbeer of small seessions is larg
“Fu
uzzy Set Theooretic” approaach to deal with
w this probllem.
Insttead of directtly removing all the small sessions beloow a
specified threshoold, we assiggn weights to
o all the sesssions
ng a “Fuzzy M
Membership Function”
F
baseed on the num
mber
usin
of URLs accesssed by the sessions.
s
Morreover the U
URLs
pearing in the access logs could
c
number in the thousaands.
app
Clu
ustering methoods often perrform very po
oor when deaaling
with
h very high ddimensional daata. Thereforee filtering the logs
by removing thee URLs that are
a not supported by sufficcient
mber of user sessions can provid
de an effecctive
num
dim
mensionality reeduction methhod while imp
proving clusteering
resu
ults. We proppose a “Fuzzyy Set Theorettic” approachh for
filteering the low support URL
Ls. We assign weights to alll the
UR
RLs using a “F
Fuzzy Membeership Functio
on” based on ttheir
user sessions suppport count. After
A
assignin
ng the weightts to
RLs and Useer Sessions, we apply a “Fuzzy c-M
Mean
UR
Clu
ustering” algoorithm [11] too discover thee clusters of uuser
profiles.
Fuzzy
F
clusteering technniques perfo
orm non-uniique
parttitioning of tthe data item
ms where each data poinnt is
assiigned a membbership valuee for each of the clusters. T
This
allo
ows the clusteers to grow innto their naturral shapes [122]. A
mem
mbership valuue of zero inddicates that thee data point iss not
a member
m
of thhat cluster. A non-zero membership
m
vvalue
sho
ows the degreee to which thee data point rep
presents a cluuster.
Fuzzzy clusteringg algorithms can handle the outlierss by
assiigning them very small membership degree for the
surrrounding clussters. Thus fuuzzy clusterin
ng is more rob
obust
metthod for hanndling naturaal data with
h vagueness and
unccertainty.
Rest
R of the papper is organizzed as follows: in section-III, we
provide a detailled descriptioon of our fuzzzy set theorretic
proach for featture evaluationn and dimensiionality reducction
app
by assigning weeights to URL
L items and user sessionss. In
Mean
secttion III, wee discuss hoow to apply Fuzzy c-M
Clu
ustering algorrithm to thee weighted as
a well as nnonweiighted sessionnized data. Seection IV giv
ves the resultts of
app
plying the Fuzzzy c-Mean Clustering
C
metthodology to web
log data generateed by a real Web
W site, resu
ults are presennted
ghted sessionnized
for clustering weeighted as well as non-weig
dataa. Finally secttion V providees a brief concclusion.

wui may be either a binary or nnon-binary vaalue dependingg on
whether it represents presencee and absence of the URL inn the
session or some other featuree of the URL. If wui repressents
presence of abseence of the U
URL in the session, then each
e
useer session is reepresented as a bit vector where
1; if u i  s ;
wui  
 0; otherwise

(1)

Instead
I
of bin
nary weights,, feature weights can alsoo be
useed to represent a user sessioon. These feaature weights may
be based on frequency of occcurrence of a URL refereence
me a user spen
nds on a particcular
witthin the user seession, the tim
pag
ge or the numb
ber of bytes ddownloaded by
b the user froom a
pag
ge.
Fuzzy
F
Featuree Evaluation aand Dimensio
onality Reducction
by Assigning Weeights to the U
URL Items:
The
T URLs appearing in thee access logs could numbeer in
the thousands. Distance-bassed clustering
g methods often
o
perrform very poo
or when dealiing with very high dimensional
dataa. Therefore filtering
f
the loogs by remov
ving referencees to
low
w support URL
Ls (i.e. that arre not supportted by a speciified
num
mber of user sessions) can provid
de an effecctive
dim
mensionality reeduction methhod while imp
proving clusteering
resu
ults. We prop
pose a “Fuzzyy Set Theoretic” approachh for
filteering the low support URL
Ls. We assign weights to alll the
UR
RLs using a “F
Fuzzy Membeership Functio
on” based on their
t
useer sessions sup
pport count. IIn this approaach we use loower
and
d upper bound
ds for the userr session support. All the URLs
U
witth session sup
pport count loower than thee lower boundd α1
are assigned the weight 0. Onn the all the URLs
U
with sesssion
pport count hiigher than thee upper bound
d α2 are assiggned
sup
the weight 1. All
A the URLss with sessio
on support coount
betw
ween α1 and α2 are assignned the weightt between 0 annd 1
usin
ng a linear fuzzzy membershhip function.

Fig. 1. Linear Fuzzy Membership Fuunction for URL Weight Assignm
ment

Fig.
F
1 depicts a linear fuuzzy membersship functionn for
UR
RL weight assiignment. The URL weight assignment using
u
the linear fuzzy membership
m
fu
function is carrried out usingg the
folllowing formulla:

II. FEATURE SELLECTION AND SESSION WEIG
GHT ASSIGNME
ENT
We
W map the uuser sessions as
a vectors of URL
U
referencees in
a n--dimensional space. Let U   u1 , u2 ,  , un } be a seet of
n unique
u
URLs appearing inn the preproceessed log andd let
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III. FUZZ
ZY C-MEANS C LUSTERING TE
ECHNIQUE
0, iif x  1

1, iff x   2
u ( x)   x  1
  
1
 2
, ottherwise

Clustering
C
techniques are w
widely used in
n WUM to cappture
sim
milar interests and trends aamong users accessing a Web
W
sitee. Clustering aims to diviide a data seet into groups or
clusters where in
nter-cluster sim
milarities are minimized while
w
the intra clusteer similaritiess are maxim
mized. Detailss of
varrious clustering techniques can be found in survey artiicles
[13]-[15]. The ultimate
u
goal of clustering is to assign data
points to a finite system of k cclusters. Union
n of these clussters
is equal
e
to a fu
ull dataset w
with the possiible exceptionn of
outtliers. Clustering groups thee data objects based only onn the
info
ormation found in the daata which deescribes the data
objects and the reelationships bbetween them.
Fuzzy
F
C-mean
ns clustering (FCM) incorrporates the basic
b
ideaa of Hard C-means
C
cluustering (HCM
M). In orderr to
und
derstand the Fuzzy
F
C-meanns clustering let’s first discuss
the Hard c-means clustering algorithm, and
a then we will
exp
plore the details of Fuzzy c--means clusterring algorithm
m.

(2)

where
w

u is weight aassigned to thee URL u
1 is the loweer threshold onn the session support
s
count
 2 is the uppeer threshold onn the session support
s
count
x is the sessiion support coount of URL u
A. Fuzzy Approaach for Assignning Weights to
t User Sessioons:
Before
B
perform
ming the clustering of the user sessions,, the
sesssion files can be filtered to remove very small sessionns in
ord
der to eliminaate the noise from the datta [5]. But diirect
rem
moval of thesee small sized sessions
s
may result in loss of a
sign
nificant amouunt of inforrmation especially when the
num
mber of small sessions is laarge. We prop
pose a “Fuzzyy Set
Theeoretic” approoach to deal with this pro
oblem. Insteadd of
direectly removinng all the smaall sessions below
b
a speciified
threeshold, we assign weightss to all the sessions usinng a
“Fu
uzzy Memberrship Functioon” based on
n the numberr of
UR
RLs accessed bby the sessionss.
Fig.
F
2 depictss a linear fuuzzy membersship functionn for
sesssion weight assignment. Here β1 rep
presents a loower
threeshold on the number of URLs
U
accessed
d in a session and
β2 represents
r
an upper threshhold on the number
n
of U
URLs
accessed in a session.

A. Hard c-Mean
ns Clustering :
The
T
Hard c-means clusteering techniq
que is [16] is
i a
pop
pular techniqu
ue and has beeen applied to a variety of areas
a
[17
7]-[19]. This algorithm
a
reliees on finding cluster centrees by
tryiing to minimiize a cost funnction of dissimilarity meassure.
Thee Hard c-Meaans clusteringg algorithm [16] is one off the
most commonly
y used methoods for partittioning the data.
d
Giv
ven a set of m data points X  xi | i  1m , where each
e
dataa point is a n-dimensionnal vector, k--means clusteering
algo
orithm aims to
t partition thhe m data poin
nts into k clussters
(k ≤ m) C = {c1, c2, …, ck} sso as to minim
mize an objecctive
fun
nction J(V, X) of dissimilari
rity, which is the within-cluuster
sum
m of squares. In most casees the dissimiilarity measurre is
cho
osen as the Eu
uclidean distaance. The objective functioon is
an indicator of the
t distance oof the n data points from their
t
resp
pective cluster centers. Thee objective fun
nction J, basedd on
the distance bettween a data point xi in cluster j andd the
corrresponding cluster centre vjj, is defined in
n (4).
k
k
 m

J ( X ,V )   J i ( xi , v j )    uij .d 2 ( xi , v j )  ,
j 1  i 1
j 1


(4)

m

where , J i ( xi , v j )   uij .d 2 ( xi , v j ) ,
i 1

Fig.. 2. Linear Fuzzy Membership Funnction for Session
n Weight Assignm
ment

is the objectiv
ve function wiithin cluster ci ,
uij  1, if xi  c j and 0 otherrwise.

The
T session w
weight assignnment using the linear fuuzzy
mem
mbership funcction takes is carried out ussing the follow
wing
form
mula:


0, if s  1

 s ( y )  1, if s   2

 s  1 , otherwise
 
1
 2
where
w
 s is w
weight assigned to the session s

d 2 ( xi , v j ) is th
t e disatnce beetween x and
dv
j
i
Euclidian
E
distance betweenn various data points and cluuster
cen
nters can be caalculated usingg (5).

d 2 ( xi , v j ) 
(3)

 xk  vkj
i

2

(5)

k 1

where , n is the number oof dimensions of
o each data point

xki is the value
v
of k th dim
mensions of xi
vkj is the value
v
of k th dim
mensions of v j
The
T partitioneed clusters aare defined by
b a m k binnary
mem
mbership mattrix U, wheree the element uij is 1, if thee ith
dataa point xi belo
ongs to the clluster j, and 0 otherwise. Once
O

1 is the lower threshold on thhe session URL
L count
 2 is the upperr threshold on thhe session URL
L count
y s

n

is the nnumber of URL
Ls accessed in session
s
s
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U  [uij ] is a fuzzy c-partition matrix, which describes the

the cluster centers V = {v1, v2, …, vk},
are fixed, the
membership function uij that minimizes (4) can be derived
as follows:
1; if d 2 ( x i , v j )  d 2 ( x i , v j* ) j  j *,  j *  1,  , k
u ij  
(6)
 0; otherw ise

allocation of the data points to various clusters and satisfies
the following conditions:
c

uij  1, i  1 m


j 1

(8)

c

0   uij  m, j  1 c

j 1
The performance index J(U,V,X) of fuzzy c-mean
clustering can be specified as the weighted sum of distances
between the data points and the corresponding centers of the
clusters. In general it takes on the form:

The equation (5) specifies that assign each data point xi to
the cluster cj with the closest cluster center vj. Once the
membership matrix U=[uij ] is fixed, the optimal center vj
that minimizes (4) is the mean of all the data point vectors in
cluster j :

vj 

1
cj

m



i , xi c j

xi

c



m

J (U ,V , X )    uijq d ij2 x i , v j

(7)

j 1 i 1



(9)

where ,
q  [1,  ] is the fuzziness index of the clustering

where ,
m

c j , is the size of cluster c j and also c j   u ij





d ij2 x i , v j is the disatnce between xi and v j

i 1





d 2 xi , v j
The distance ij
for weighted and non-weighted
user sessions and URLs is calculated using equations (10)
and (11) respectively:

B. Fuzzy c-Means Clustering:
Fuzzy c-means clustering was proposed by Dunn [20] and
improved by Bezdek [21] and is frequently used in the field
of data mining. In this technique each data point belongs to a
cluster to a degree specified by a membership grade. As in
hard c-means clustering, Fuzzy C-means clustering relies on
minimizing a cost function of dissimilarity measure. Fuzzy
C-means clustering (FCM) incorporates the basic idea of
Hard C-means clustering (HCM), with the difference that in
FCM each data point belongs to a cluster to a degree of
membership grade, while in HCM every data point either
belongs to a certain cluster or does not belong. Therefore
FCM performs the fuzzy clustering in such a way that a
given data point may belong to several clusters with the
degree of belongingness specified by membership grades
between 0 and 1. However, FCM still uses an objective
function that is to be minimized while trying to partition the
data set. The algorithm calculates the cluster centers and
assigns a membership value to each data item corresponding
to every cluster within a range of 0 to 1. The algorithm
utilizes a fuzziness index parameter q where q  [1,  ] [22]
which determines the degree of fuzziness in the clusters. As
the value of q reaches to 1, the algorithm works like a crisp
partitioning algorithm. Increase in the value of q results in
more overlapping of the clusters.
Let X   xi | i  1 m be a set of n-dimensional data



  w  x  w  x .x



 

d ij2 x i , v j 
d ij2 x i , v j 

n

k 1
n

s

i

i

u

i
k

i
k

j

 vk

j

xk  vk

(10)
(11)

k 1

w s ( xi ) is the weight of the data point xi and
wu x ki is the weight of k th feature the data point xi

 

Minimization of the performance Index J(U,V,X) is
usually achieved by updating the grade of memberships of
data points and centers of the clusters in an alternating
fashion until convergence. This performance Index is based
on the sum of the squares criterion. During each of the
iterations, the cluster centers are updated as follows:
m

vj 

u
i 1
m

q
ij

u
i 1

xi

(12)
q
ij

Membership values are calculated by the following formula:
1/  q 1



1


 d 2 x i , v j 
ij

uij  
1/  q 1

n 
1



 2 xi , v j 
k 1  d
ij





point vectors where m is the number of data points and each
xi  {x1i , x2i , , xni }i  1 m . Let V  {x j | j  1 c}





represent a set of n-dimensional vectors corresponding to the
cluster center corresponding to each of the c clusters and
each v j  {v1j , v2j , , vnj }j  1 c Let uij represent the
grade of membership of data point xi in cluster j.
uij  [1, 0] i  1 m and j  1 c . The n  c matrix
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(13)

Details
D
of thee above experrimental stepss are describeed in
the following sub
b-sections.

Algorithm:
A
Fuzzzy c-Means cllustering algoritthm
Input:
I
k, thee number of cllusters and Sett of m data pooints
X={x1, …, xm}.

L Preprocesssing
A. Web Usage Log
After
A
perform
ming the cleanning operatio
on the output file
con
ntained 11995 entries. Total
al no. of uniqu
ue users identiified
is 16
1 and the no. of user sessiions discovered are 206. Table
T
II depicts the results of cleaning an
nd user sesssion
iden
ntification steeps. Further details pre-prrocessing cann be
fou
und from our previous
p
workk [23].

Output:
O
Set off k centroids, V={v
V= 1, …, vk}, co
orresponding too the
clusteers C={c1, …, ck}, and membership
m
maatrix
U=[uiij].
Steps:
S
1)
1

Initialize tthe membershiip matrix U=[u
uij],
selecting uij values betweeen 0 and 1.

2)
2

repeat

by randoomly

TAB
BLE I

i)

Comppute the cluster centers V={v1, …, vk} using (112).

ii)

Updat
ate the membersship matrix U ussing (13).

RESULT
TS OF CLEANING AND USER IDENT
TIFICATION

iii) Comppute the objecttive function J(U,V,X)
J
using (9).
Stop iif it below a cerrtain threshold ε.
ε
3)
3

Count

Items

until Ji – Ji-1 < ε (wheree ε is error threeshold and i is the
current iterration)

Initial No
N of Log Entriees

12744

Log En
ntries after Cleaniing

11995

No. of site ULRs accesssed

260

No of Users Identified

16

No. of User Sessions Iddentified

418

Fig. 33. Fuzzy c-Meanss Clustering Algo
orithm

B. Fuzzy Featurre Evaluationn and Dimensiionality Reducction
Table
T
I showss that the num
mber of URLss appearing inn the
acccess log is 260
0. Since each user session is
i represented as a
vecctor of URL
L items, we would likee to reduce the
dim
mensionality of
o user sessioon vectors by
b evaluating the
UR
RL items and eliminating thhe most insign
nificant ones. We
evaaluate each UR
RL item basedd on the sessiion support coount.
Forr this purpose we choose thhe lower boun
nd on the num
mber
of sessions supp
ported by the URL (LB) as 1 and an uppper
bou
und on the num
mber of sessioons supported
d by the URL (UB)
as 6.
6 Using equaation (2), weiights assigned
d to various URL
U
item
ms are describ
bed in Table I..

Fig.
F
3 descrribes the alggorithm for Fuzzy C-Meeans
Clu
ustering. In oorder to decide the num
mber of optim
mum
clussters for the ddata set X we use
u a validity function S whhich
is th
he ratio of com
mpactness to separation
s
[22
2] as given bellow:
c

m


S

2

u ij2

xi  v j

j 1 i 1

m. min v l  v k

(14)

2

l k

for
f each c  c m
min , , c max
Let
L Ωc denotee the optimal candidate at each c then,, the
solu
ution to the ffollowing minnimization prroblem yields the
most valid fuzzy clustering of the data set.

min

cmin  c  cmax



min S
c



TAB
BLE II
URL WEIGHTS
E
BASED ONN THE URL ACCE
ESS COUNT

URL Session Support
S
URL Weight

((15)

1
0

2
0.2

3
0.4

4
0.6

5
0.8

6+
1

Fig.
F 4 shows the
t result of U
URL evaluation. Note that 142
UR
RLs have the session suppoort count of 1, hence theyy are
elim
minated by asssigning them
m weight 0. The elimination of
142
2 URL items is a big reduuction in the dimensionalit
d
ty of
eacch user sessio
on vector. Oth
ther less significant URLs are
assiigned weightss as show in T
Table II.

IIV. EXPERIMEN
NTAL RESULT
TS

Number of URLs

The
T Web acceess logs are taaken from thee P.A. Collegge of
Eng
gineering, webb site, at URL
L http://www
w.pace.edu.in. The
sitee hosts a variiety of inform
mation, includ
ding departmeents,
facu
ulty memberss, research arreas, and cou
urse informattion.
Thee Web access logs coveredd a period of one month, ffrom
Feb
bruary 1, 2011 to Februaryy 8, 2011. There were 122744
logg
ged requests iin total. In ordder to discoveer the clusters that
exisst in user acccess sessions of a web sitee, following ssteps
are performed:
1. Pre-processeed the web log
l
data to discover
d
the user
sessions.
and
2. Performed the fuzzy feature evaluations
e
dimensionality reduction by assigning
g weights to the
user sessionss and URLs.
3. Applied thee Fuzzy c-meaans clustering
g algorithm too the
non-weighteed user sessionns and URLs obtained
o
in steep 1.
4. Applied the Fuzzy c-meaans clustering algorithm too the
weighted useer sessions annd URLs obtaiined in step 2.
5. Compared thhe results of stteps 4 and 5.

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

0.2

00.4

0.6

0.8
0

1

U RL Weight
Fig. 4. Nu
umber of URLs vvs. Associated UR
RL Weight
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C. Assigning Weeights to Userr Sessions:
Table
T
I showss that the numbber of user sessions discoveered
from
m the access log are 418. Since each
h user sessioon is
reprresented by a row in the data
d
matrix, we
w would likke to
redu
uce the row
w dimensionaality of the data matrix by
evaaluating the user sessionns and elimin
nating the m
most
insiignificant onees. We evaluaate each user session basedd on
the number of U
URL items acccessed in thatt session. For this
purrpose we chooose the lower bound
b
on the number of U
URLs
accessed in a sesssion (LB) ass 1 and an upper bound onn the
num
mber of URL
Ls accessed inn a session (U
UB) as 6. U
Using
equ
uation (3), w
weights assignned to vario
ous sessions are
described in Tablle II.

mber of clustters is reacheed to 67 (One third of total
t
num
num
mber of user sessions).
s
We repeated the above processs for
weiighted as welll as non-weighhted URLs an
nd sessions. While
W
app
plying the c-m
means clusteriing algorithm
m to weighted and
non
n-weighted user sessions, the main difference
d
liess in
calcculating the distance betw
ween data po
oints and cluuster
cen
ntres. For weig
ghted sessionss and URLs th
hese distancess are
com
mputed using equation (100). On the oth
her hand for nonn
weiighted user sessions, disstances are calculated using
u
equ
uation (11).
Graph
G
is Fig. 6 shows the performancee index (J) veersus
num
mber of clustters for weighhted as well as non-weighted
UR
RLs and sessio
ons. From thhe graph it is clear that “Fuuzzy
Sett Theoretic” weight assignnment to sesssions and URLs
U
resu
ults in better minimization
m
of the perform
mance index than
non
n-weighted sesssion approach
ch.
500
Non-weeighted URLs and…
400

TABLE III
SESSION WEIGHTS BASED ON
O THE URL ACC
CESS COUNT

1
0

2
0.2

3
0.4

4
0.6

5
0.8

66+
1

Performance Index (J)

Session URL C
Count
Session Weigh
ht

Fig.
F 5 shows tthe result of user
u session weight assignm
ment.
Notte that 212 usse sessions access only a siingle URL, heence
they
y are eliminaated by assignning them a weight
w
of 0. The
elim
mination of 2112 user sessionns is a big red
duction in the row
dim
mensionality oof the data mattrix. Other lesss significant user
sesssions are assiggned weights as show in Taable III.
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In
I order to decide the num
mber of optim
mum clusterss we
calcculated the validity
v
indexx (S), which
h is the ratioo of
com
mpactness to separation
s
usinng the equatio
on (14).
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Fig. 5. Numberr of User Sessionns vs. Associated Session Weight

The
T result off dimensionallity reduction
n is show in the
Tab
ble III below:
TABLE IV
RESULLTS AFTER DIMEN
NSIONALITY REDU
UCTION

No
o. of URL itemss
No
o. of User Sessioons

20

Number of Clusters

0

Iteems

10
0

B
Before
Dimeensionality
Reeduction
260
418

After
Dimensionaliity
Reduction
n
118
206

Num bber of Clusterrs
Fig. 7.
7 Validity Index S vs. No. Of Clu
usters k

Fig.
F 7 provid
des the graphss of validity index (S) veersus
num
mber of clustters for weighhted and non
n-weighted URLs
U
and
d user session
ns respectivelly. Our resullts show thatt the
fuzzy approach of URL annd session weight assignm
ment
resu
ulted in better minimizatioon of clustering validity inndex
than
n without seession weightt assignment. Our result also
sho
ows that the validity
v
indexx is minimizeed when k=2,, for
weiighted as well as non-weighhted URLs and sessions.

D. Mining User Session Clustters using Fuzzzy c-Means
Clustering :
Fuzzy
F
c-Meann clustering algorithm
a
(Fig
g. 3) is applieed to
disccover session clusters that represent sim
milar URL acccess
pattterns. The perrformance Inddex J(U,V,X) of Fuzzy c-m
mean
clusstering is calcculated using equation
e
(9). It is the weighhted
sum
m of distancces betweenn the data points and the
corrresponding ceenters of the clusters.
Fuzzy
F
c-Meann clustering allgorithms desccribed in Fig. 3 is
first applied byy initializing k=2. Duriing each of the
iterrations we inccreased the nuumber of clussters by 1 tilll the

V. CON
NCLUSION
In
I this paper, we discussedd our method
dology to perfform
featture evaluation and dimenssionality reducction by assignning
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weights to URLs and user sessions using linear fuzzy
membership functions. We also discussed the mathematical
details about how to apply the Fuzzy c- Mean Clustering
algorithm in order to cluster the user sessions.
In order improve the quality of the clustering; we
proposed a “Fuzzy Set Theoretic” approach for feature
evaluation and dimensionality reduction. Instead of directly
removing all the low session support URLs below a
specified threshold, we assign weights to the URLs using a
fuzzy membership function based on the session support
count of the URL. Similarly, instead of directly removing all
the small sessions below a specified threshold, we assign
weights to the sessions using another fuzzy Membership
function based on the number of URLs accessed by the
sessions. Finally we compared our soft computing based
approach of URL and session weight assignment with the
traditional hard computing based approach of low support
URL and small session elimination. Our results show that
the fuzzy set theoretic approach of URL and session weight
assignment results in better minimization of clustering
performance index than without session weight assignment.
It also improves the validity index much better than without
weight assignment.

[16]
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